NAGRA MPS
Multiple Power Supply

Swiss Made

Designed to power up to four Nagra units at once, as

designed to accept an optional rechargeable battery in

well as the BPS compact phono preamplifier, the Nagra

order to power a phono preamplifier such as the Nagra

MPS power supply comes in a stand-alone aluminium

VPS, for example, in total silence.

case which adopts the same size and form as the
brand’s other electronics. It represents the ultimate

The Nagra MPS power supply’s front panel features a

solution for anyone who wants to get the best out of

display where the user can choose to show the mains

a Nagra system. This multiple power supply goes as

voltage, the voltage of each output and the state of

far as technology currently allows in terms of silent

the battery charge if relevant. The power supply can

running, stability and dynamic performance. It enables

be switched on via a Nagra remote control. It comes

the equipment connected to it to increase its overall

with input and output triggers which can be run by a

musical qualities, giving rise to a reproduction which is

home automation system, so that in conjunction with

even more realistic, alive and detailed, creating a full

an appropriate device, the machine can be switched on

soundstage.

remotely by telephone, for instance. The home automation loop can also be used to switch on other elements

The Nagra MPS power supply adopts a strictly no-

of the hi-fi system.

compromise approach. Its circuits are based around an
oversized transformer, designed by Nagra, whose four

SPECIFICATIONS

outputs are galvanically isolated. The unit benefits from

Compatibility: Nagra PL-L, VPS, BPS, Jazz, Melody preamplifiers.

massive filtering thanks to its high capacity condensers

Nagra CD players. Outputs: Nos. 1 to 4 with Lemo connectors.

which completely isolate it from the ever increasing

12 VDC, 1A, linear sound 10 Hz – 300 kHz, 150 µV max.

disturbances to which the mains is prone. Each output
possesses its own ultra low noise regulatory circuit
which ensures perfect voltage stability under all circumstances. One of the outputs (No. 1) has also been

Designer and manufacturer of Nagra products

Home automation input and outputs: 3.5mm jack connectors, output
switched by relay (max 1A). Mains supply: 100, 115 or 230 VAC,
±10%. Connecting cords (optional): shielded cable, platted sleeving,
Lemo connectors, in 75cm or 1.25m lengths. Other lengths available
on request.
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Stand-alone ultra high performance power supply
To get the very best out of your Nagra system

